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ABSTRACT

There are many different breathing techniques and few areas of pedagogy are more controversial.

The vocal folds require a managed sub-glottic pressure in order to produce a sustained pitch. The

precise coordination of the respiratory muscles will provide a balanced breath flow to the vocal folds

and stimulate their vibratory pattern. This requires skilled coordination resulting in beauty of tone.

‘Phonation is a struggle between subglottic positive pressure and glottis resistance’ (Denizoglu and

Pehlivan, 2010). Accent method, developed in the 1930’s by Svend Smith, uses

abdomino-diaphragmatic, graduated exercises to improve strength and flexibility of the respiratory

system. One of the authors has trained in this method and uses it in her own studio to great effect.

However, many teachers have commented that it does not address all of the complexities required in

a song. Chapman has developed the SPLAT concept to encourage low abdominal release but

suggests that pure Accent method can lead to gross and unnecessary movements of the belly. After

training in both the Italian and German schools, and an intensive course in Vienna, the second author

utilises graduated exercises concentrating on developing both the amount of air used in inspiration

and expiration and the speed at which this happens. The authors are developing a combined

approach to breath management incorporating the best of the old and new pedagogies. Furthermore,

they have planned a research project to test the efficacy of their method. Research project There will

be approximately 50 volunteers in 2 groups. All singers will be assessed at the start of the trial. After

this, one group will be trained by the authors while the second group will have no training from the

authors but may have training from other teachers or may have no training, the choice is their own. All

singers will be experienced choral singers. They will be asked to sing a short song which presents

several different breathing challenges. This will be videoed both at the initial assessment and again

after group one have received their training from the authors. The videos will be assessed and scored

by a panel of experts for the quality of breath management and the sound file will be assessed though

acoustic software, Vocevista and Praat, to measure the harmonic to noise ratio which will give a

quantitative measure of the amount of breath in the voice signal. The visual image of the voice signal

seen in the spectrogram will also give a visual indication of breathiness in the tone. Workshop

proposal The authors propose a workshop to demonstrate their new approach to breath management

and to present the findings from their research project.


